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“I was still looking for an entry point, and I tried my best to invite Charlie into the pit
naturally. I didn’t expect Charlie to jump in by himself.”
“Perfect!”
So, he pretended to be polite and said: “I didn’t expect MR. Wade to also like to play Texas
Hold’em. If that’s the case, then everyone will play two for entertainment.”
Charlie also said with a friendly face: “Haha, Mr. William is right! Entertainment! I have no
other hobbies, I like to play cards. Although card skills are stinky, I just like to play! Basically,
I only play cards every year. and have to lose him two or three billion.”
William was crazy in his heart, but he smiled and said, “It looks like everyone is the same! I
am also very poor in card skills, but I love to play! I lose a lot of money every year for
tuition.”
Charlie said indifferently: “Everyone is a young man, of course it’s happiness! What’s the
point of losing some money?”

Olivia said with a smile: “Since everyone wants to play, then I will play two games with you
too!”
After all, Olivia said again: “So everyone moves to the second floor, there is a leisure center,
and there is also a card table.”
Everyone naturally agreed with joy.

Olivia’s father Richard sighed in relief and thought to himself: “It seems that Olivia and my
future son-in-law are actively trying to mingle with Charlie. These two children can let go of
their previous lives so quickly. Surely, they are all young talents with extraordinary eyesight.”
Thinking of this, Richard also relaxed, and then smiled: “You young people who love to play
cards, let’s go up and play together. I will have a few more drinks and a few words with Mr.
Rothschild, and I won’t follow you. Helped the young people go there.”

William’s father, George Rothschild, thought the same as Richard at this time. He also felt
that the two children had already recognized the reality and were also gratified for the
children’s maturity, so he didn’t think much and laughed. He said: “Yes! You young people
go and play, we two old men have a few more glasses.”
So, a group of people stood up and prepared to go to the second floor.
Charlie said to Helena next to him: “Helena, come with me.”
Helena nodded lightly, and went to the second floor with Charlie.
The royal family is on the second floor of the castle. There is a leisure center of nearly 1,000
square meters. Here, there are not only gyms, billiards, audio-visual halls, KTV and other
facilities, but also exclusive areas such as Finnish baths and spas, and even playing Texas
p0ker. The dedicated room.
Texas Hold’em is very popular in Europe and the United States. After the efforts of major
casinos in Las Vegas, this kind of game has almost become the most popular p0ker game in
the entire Western world, and it has even become popular all over the world.
Although Charlie rarely played cards, he also knew how to play Texas Hold’em. He guessed
that William and Olivia wanted to play a killer game for himself today, so he planned to use
the tricks and treat them as fat pigs.
Everyone came to the p0ker table, and the person who played cards earlier volunteered and
said: “Well, everyone, everyone is financially strong, so it must be fair and fun to play, so
today you all play, I will give you all As a croupier, friends who win money, just give me a
little dividend at the end.”
Dividends to croupiers are very common in the West, and not everyone has to pay. Those
who only need to win money take a few percentage points out of their winnings, so
everyone has no opinion.
So, the man brought a brand new set of cards and said with a smile: “Come on, everyone,
check if there is any problem with this deck of cards. If there is no problem, I will start
dealing cards!”

